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The experts predict that the opening of broadband internet connections and 3G wireless capabilities will drive the adoption of streaming media to 75% of all broadcasting and e-commerce firms by the end of 2003.
 Author Michael Topic offers the fast, relible, and painless way to get the lowdown on the streaming of video over the internet (both wired and wireless)--he thoroughly examines the technologies, protocols, and business models on this next giant happening in the world of video and telecom.


       A thorough examination of the technologies, protocols, and business models on the streaming of video over the internet (both wired and wireless). 


 

 With uncommon skill, Michael Topic's excellent guide takes you inside today's essential killer app. More than just an implementation guide--though it certainly is that, packed with needed data on the latest formats and standards--Streaming Media Demystified offers a complete picture of the application that will soon threaten television's dominance as the primary transmitter of video. 

 YOU MUST READ THIS BOOK IF 
* You want to be on top of the critical application that brings seamless interactive video and audio to the Internet 
* Glitchless, seamless, and almost effortless streaming media over both wire and wireless 3G sounds good to you 
* You're an executive at any firm with a stake in the Web or in broadcasting 
* You wish to know everything about the application that will drive the success or failure of broadband 
* You want to master the compression techniques and IP trafficking methods that make streaming media go 
* You need a ready source of data on formats, technologies, and how to make them work 
* You'd like to preview the impact of an application expected to be used by 75% of broadcasting and e-commerce firms by 2003 
* You invest money or time in any firm involved with communications, entertainment, or digital technology 
* You want a thoughtful, expert analysis of markets, audiences, appliances--who they are, what they will watch, and what they'll watch it on 
* You're ceaselessly curious about hot applications in the digital revolution 

 In Streaming Media Demystified you find: 


	Content delivery techniques 

	Interactive multimedia 

	Video and audio compression 

	MPEG-4 

	Metadata and MPEG-7 

	Digital rights management and MPEG-21 


 With future potential bigger than television, streaming video over the Internet is the essential application for broadband and 3G. This book takes you inside a billion-dollar technology. 

       About the Author
    Michael Topic is a professional innovator and product design engineer, running his own consultancy, Imaginative Engineering Ltd. Originally trained in electrical, electronic, and computer engineering, in his native Australia, he now lives in the UK, with a cat, a family, and a large collection of electric guitars. Michael has spent 18 years creating digital media tools for creative and demanding customers. During his career, Michael has lead design teams creating Internet streaming media encoders, audio and video nonlinear editing systems, synthesizers, and music sequencers. 
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Financial AccountingPrentice Hall, 2006

	For a traditional Introductory to Financial Accounting course where the accounting cycle is introduced early and the focus of the course blends aspects of both "user" and "preparer" approaches.


	 


	Reimers Financial Accounting...
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JavaScript Weekend Crash CourseHungry Minds, 2001

	Learn JavaScript fast! With JavaScript Weekend Crash Course, you can get up to speed programming JavaScript applications in a single weekend!


	This book begins at the beginning and assumes no prior JavaScript experience. You'll learn the essentials of JavaScript from Friday evening through Sunday afternoon.

...
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Photoshop Elements 8 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A complete book-and-DVD training package covering Photoshop Elements 8.Photoshop Elements combines an easy-to-use set of features and enhancements combined with image editing power in an affordable program. The newest version—Photoshop Elements 8—features more online integration with products like the new Flash-based Web...
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The 50 Greatest Dishes of the WorldIcon Books Ltd, 2017

	A knowledgeable and charmingly-written compendium, 50 Dishes features China’s banquet-pleasing Peking Duck, Thai green curry and the comforting coq au vin of France. There are servings of Italy’s carbonara, the paella of Spain and, of course, Britain’s fish and chips. And please save room for Black Forest gâteau....
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Research Manual in Child DevelopmentLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
...any student fired with enthusiasm for developmental research would learn much by reading such an informative text.

—Infant and Child Development

This unique hands-on lab manual in child development provides great ideas and resources for teaching research courses involving child subjects. It...
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Apple Training Series: Mac OS X Server Essentials v10.6: A Guide to Using and Supporting Mac OS X Server v10.6Peachpit Press, 2009
This book is based on the same criteria used for Apple’s official training course, Mac OS X Server Essentials 10.6, an in-depth exploration of Mac OS X Server v10.6. This book serves as a self-paced tour of the breadth of functionality of Mac OS X Server and the best methods for effectively supporting users of Mac OS X Server systems....
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